Chevrolet evo

The Chevrolet straight-six engine was Chevrolet's sole engine from when it replaced their
cubic-inch 2. It was completely phased out in North America by ; in Brazil, GM held on to their
fuel-injected version through the model year. It was replaced by more recently developed V6
and four-cylinder engines. Many popular cars and trucks, including the Chevrolet Camaro ,
Chevrolet Impala , and Chevrolet Suburban used the inline-six as the base engine. Chevrolet did
not offer another inline-six until the General Motors Atlas engine 's debut in the Chevrolet
TrailBlazer. The first mass-produced GM inline 6 was introduced in on Chevrolet cars and
trucks, replacing the company's first inline Richard Grant Chevrolet marketing executive
insisted that the new design boast overhead valves, developed by Buick who held the patent for
OHV engines and was already building the OHV Buick Straight-6 engine since the early s.
Chevrolet had long been known for its " valve-in-head " four-cylinder engines which were also
engineered by Buick. William S. Knudsen 's cast-iron wonder was produced through Toyota's
first engine built the similar It was This engine used a forged steel crankshaft with three
bearings and cast-iron pistons. Bore and stroke was 3. The was shared with Chevrolet and GMC
trucks for and A balanced crankshaft was introduced for , while a higher 5. A cubic-inch 3. The
Chevrolet "Master Deluxe" series used this engine, as did all Chevrolet passenger cars. For and
, they used Oldsmobile's ci L-head engine. The next-generation Chevrolet inline 6 was
introduced in in the US and in Brazil, and phased out in in the US, and in Brazil. It is often
known as the "Blue Flame" engine, although that name was only officially applied beginning in ,
and then only for one certain model of the engine: the ci with 3 carburetors applied in Corvettes.
This engine had a A four-bearing crankshaft was added, along with 6. This generation did not
use a fully pressurized oiling system. The connecting rods were oiled using an "oil trough" built
into the oil pan that had spray nozzles that squirted a stream of oil at the connecting rods which
were equipped with "dippers" , thus supplying oil to the rod bearings. Rod bearings were made
of babbitt cast integral with the rod. The bearing was adjustable for wear by removing copper
shims placed between the rod cap and connecting rod. In this way specified oil clearance could
be maintained. If the crankshaft were to be turned undersized, or if the bearing was damaged or
worn out, rod and bearing were replaced as a unit, typically at the dealership. This engine was
also used in GM's British Bedford truck. In the late s rival Austin decided to get into the ton
truck "lorry" market and in a crash program based the design on the basic architecture of this
"Stove Bolt" engine, except that they added detachable shell main and con-rod bearings and
pressurized lubrication. That Austin engine, in six-cylinder form, post war, went on to power
cars such as the Austin Sheerline and Princess , and the Jensen Interceptor and Austin also
lopped off two cylinders and in that form various versions, with various capacities, powered
cars such as the Austin 16 , A70 Hampshire and Hereford , A90 Atlantic , the Austin-Healey -4
and the Austin Gipsy , a generation of commercial vans, as well as some models of the iconic
London black taxi FX3 and FX4. In , a Both the bore and stroke of 3. This engine also had an oil
"dipper system" as described above , in reference to the oiling system, as in the This cubic-inch
3. Hydraulic lifters were used in the Powerglide and a fully pressurized lubrication system was
introduced in , but only in cars ordered with the "Powerglide" transmission. The cubic-inch 3.
The "Blue Flame" moniker had been used in Chevrolet advertising since A blue rather than
yellow flame within the cylinder meant that perfect combustion was achieved, promised GM's
ad men. From to , the high-pressure engine with mechanical valve lifters was used in some
trucks. From to , all engines used in cars had hydraulic lifters. The original Corvette engine was
the high-pressure engine equipped with mechanical lifters. The Corvette was equipped with the
same slightly higher-lift camshaft as used in the truck engine and used triple side draft, single
barrel, Carter Model YH carburetors mated to a PowerGlide transmission and dual exhaust
manifold. The Chevrolet cubic inches 3. It was gradually replaced by the third generation ,
beginning in Canadian-production GMC trucks used the and Chevrolet straight-six engines as
their base light-duty truck powerplant in the late s and early s in Canada, not the United States.
The was used from to , and the was used in light-duty trucks only. This engine was very similar
to the engine, except for a different block casting with a larger piston bore of 3. This engine was
offered as a step up from the starting in It was offered in parallel with the GMC V6 engine in until
, when it was discontinued. The US truck engine had mechanical lifters and was available from
to The â€” Canadian full-size Pontiac car had a standard cubic-inch engine that had hydraulic
lifters. This engine was not sold in the US, but was very similar to the US truck The engines
were also used in light trucks and the Chevrolet Veraneio from to in Brazil. Chevrolet's
third-generation inline six was introduced in and was produced through Although the exterior
dimensions were similar to previous Chevrolet OHV inline six-cylinders, this generation was
lighter and had a different cast-in bell housing pattern it shares with all Chevrolet engines
designed and produced after , including the modern LS-series "small-block" and "big-block"
V8s. By the time the third-generation 6-cylinders were being designed and developed, Chevrolet

was the most popular brand of vehicles in the world, and sales and production of vehicles and
engines were into the millions of units per year with increasing markets for Chevrolet engines
both within General Motors and outside the company in the industrial, commercial, agricultural,
military, or transportation markets both in the U. The first use was in the newly introduced
Chevy II ; the following year, Chevrolet passenger cars adopted it alongside Checker Marathons
since and used this it until for Camaros , Novas, and full size Chevrolets. A cubic-inch 2. After
several years of steadily declining sales just 3, units in the model year , [2] the straight six was
dropped from Chevrolet's full-sized cars for , for the first time since ; it would be restored in
Overseas, the third generation of the inline six was mass-produced in Brazil. It was used in the
Chevrolet Opala from to It was already used in light trucks as the A and Chevrolet Veraneio.
Brazilian produced sixes manufactured to the model year gained multipoint fuel injection, unlike
the US-manufactured sixes, which retained the Rochester Monojet one-barrel carburetor. These
inline sixes and their four-cylinder siblings were converted for marine usage by Mercruiser and
Volvo Penta , and also used in stationary applications such as power generation and in Clark
forklifts. Besides Brazil, the six was also manufactured in Argentina and South Africa. The or 3.
Bore and stroke are 3. General Motors' Argentinian subsidiary also developed a One oddity is
the crankshaft bolt pattern - in lieu of the Chevrolet V8 bolt pattern also shared with the rest of
the third generation six the Pontiac V8 bolt pattern is used. It was also used by Chevrolet and
GMC trucks, primarily for the half-tons. It was also built in Latin America and was in production
in South Africa until at least , where it powered a multitude of different cars. Between and , an
integrated cylinder head was produced intake manifold and cylinder head were a single casting
with a bolt on exhaust manifold , with one-barrel intakes for passenger cars, and two-barrel
intakes for trucks after The "integrated" cylinder head and intake manifold claimed to have
resulted in increased low end torque and fuel economy inclusive of a smoother operation which
pre-dated NVH noise, vibration, and harshness. Some pundits consider the integrated cylinder
head as a relic of the malaise era when it was phased out of production in prior to the
introduction of the 4. During the mids, the Buick and 4. Brazil held on to the known as the 4. It
was used in Brazil until in Chevrolet Silverado when the engine line was discontinued. The
Brazilian produced sixes gained multipoint fuel injection, distributorless ignition system and
redesigned cylinder heads which had smaller intake ports. It was also used for a number of
large sedans by Chevrolet of South Africa. When the long duration races restarted in Brazil, in ,
the Opala found a great competitor, the Ford Maverick , which was powered by an engine
almost one liter larger in displacement. By coincidence, engine development manager Roberto
B. Beccardi was working on this engine hop-up project out of his own initiative, but lacked
factory support or approval. This impulse came right from these two pilots. It was slightly
different from the version launched two years later: the project engine was similar to the
four-cylinder units, did not get a vibration damper, and used the cooling fan from the standard ,
with four blades instead of six. It quickly homologated a version with four-barrel carburetor,
called "Quadrijet" in Brazil no relationship to GM's own Rochester Quadrajet , with performance
roughly equivalent to the The L22 was a cubic-inch 4. The LD4 was a cubic-inch 4. The LE3 was
a cubic-inch 4. The cubic-inch 4. Production of the engine was shifted to Mexico in , and later
variants of this engine were marketed as the "L25". The retained the separate intake with a
Rochester Monojet carburetor and exhaust manifolds as used with the short deck motors GMC
as a marque really only produced a few engine designs, the straight six , a V8 , and a V6 which
was also available as a V12 for a brief period. GMC used many engines from other GM divisions,
as noted below. GMC replaced the Pontiac with their own cubic-inch 3. This OHV overhead
valve engine was produced through With a cylinder bore of 3. All four low-deck engines have a
stroke of 3. This is a low-deck engine. The bore was 3. The was similar to the Stroke is 3. Power
in listed as HP rpm; torque lb ft rpm. The was discontinued in This is the largest low deck
engine. Bore was 3. Power listed as 91 Net HP rpm; torque Net lb ft rpm. Not listed after The last
GMC-only straight six was the cubic-inch 4. This is a raised-deck engine. Power listed in as HP
rpm; torque lb ft rpm. The This is the largest raised-deck engine. From to , GMC manufactured
the civilian engine, which was not sealed, had a mechanical fuel pump, and used a "standard"
oil pan. Power listed in HP rpm; torque lb ft rpm. This engine was popular with hotrod
enthusiasts because it delivered tremendous power for an inline six engine at the time although
now obsolete , is built with a heavy cast block, and can take quite a bit of abuse. Power ratings
for were HP rpm; torque lb ft rpm. It also appeared in large GMC trucks in the s ending in In the
model years this engine was listed as HP rpm and lb ft torque rpm. The GMC , , , and Series of
the s offered the In , GM announced a family of straight six engines, the Atlas. In Chevrolet
showed off a 3. Starting in the model year, the LM2 engine is available in the light-duty
Chevrolet Silverado. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
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See media help. The Chevrolet Bolt wasn't the first electric car, but it was one of the first to offer
a long range at a somewhat affordable price. Four years on from that debut, the Bolt still fits
that description with an EPA-estimated miles of range. This amount isn't quite as novel as it
once was â€” most EVs in can go at least miles â€” but it's a healthy number for a compact
hatchback. There are minimal changes to the Bolt for Chevy had planned to give a major update
this year but was delayed by the pandemic. You'll see more substantial changes for the model
year. That means that you're more likely to get a better deal on the model, but you won't have
the latest body style for very long. Overall, we like the Bolt and find it to be an agreeable
commuter car. Check out the categories of our Expert Rating below to learn more. Edmunds'
editorial team acquired and lived with a Chevrolet Bolt for about three years, logging about 34,
miles. Overall, we found it to be a great commuter car. To learn more about our test, check out
our long-term Chevy Bolt test. The Chevrolet Bolt differs from our Bolt by way of improved front
and rear cameras and a newer battery pack that adds more range. It's the same generation,
though, so most of our observations still apply. The Bolt comes in two trims: the LT and the
Premier. Both models are equipped with the same kWh battery pack under the floor, sending
power to a single electric motor horsepower, lb-ft that drives the front wheels. The estimated
range is the same on both trims: miles. LT This entry-level Chevy Bolt comes with:. Having
leased and liked a Gen 1 and Gen 2 Volts, I traded one in because of the incredible incentives
and value on the s but got a sweet deal on a fresh from the factory s. The Bolt Premier has
exceeded my epectations and make the Volt seem like s! The Volt is quick but the Bolt is a
rocket ship. It is wolf in sheep's clothing! Apparently they improved the seats and dash for '21
and the seats are an improvement over the Volt but still are not like my Buick's! The car is
exceptionally well made no visual flaws. The AC works well. The safety systems and
infotainment systems are so extensive I've watched tutorials. Visibility is great because of the
rare greenhouse styling. You sit up higher like in a SUV which is also better than the Volt. I wish
the seats had lumbar support and that there was an adaptive cruise control option. My guess is
that they will rectify that with the "22s. The salesperson and finance director were unusally
knowledgble. It was my best experience out of 35 cars I've owned! The salesperson told me to
drive it in L gear actually there are not any gears and the engine acts as a brake when you let
your foot off the pedal. Apparently this is what Telsa owners do. Anyway it works great in stop
and go traffic and urban driving. I am getting a charger installed in my garage as this Bolt
charges about the same as the Volt, 50 miles at night. I need more than that. The interior feels
spacious and if you stand next to a Volt it is actually bigger than it looks. There's more interior
space than a Telsa S! It's well planted because of its width. Write a review. See all 1 reviews.
Until now, the Chevrolet Bolt EV and its miles of range had a lock on the affordable long-range
electric vehicle market. But now Hyundai has introduced the Kona Electric, a similarly sized EV
that packs miles of range for about the same price. We put them through the wringer to see
which one is best. But until now, there's only been one affordable example. The Chevrolet Bolt
EV brings miles of range to the table. But now there's a new Hyundai Kona Electric with miles of
range. Are these finally the affordable EVs that everybody's been waiting for? Before we answer
that, make sure you subscribe to our channel, and visit Edmunds. Well, the Kona electric isn't
really that much of an SUV. I mean, it's only got front-wheel drive. There's no all-wheel drive
version. I mean, these things are pretty close on paper, when you look at the specs. And the
Kona is only about a half inch longer. And both of them have kilowatt electric motors. Chevy
says theirs is good for horsepower. Hyundai's number is horsepower. But I'll give it to them,
because their electric motor makes more torque. Why didn't you include the Model 3? And the
Kona Electric has miles of range. I mean, we can't compare these two vehicles to something
that doesn't exist. But up in here is the electric motor that drives the front wheels. We move
back and there's this big aluminum expanse, the width of the car, really long. This is the battery

pack. And that's what gives this car miles of range. And we move back here, and we see a really
nice multi-link suspension, which gives this car really good ride and handling. And also makes
room for the battery pack to be as big as it possibly can be. We move back, and we see, this is
the battery pack. But it looks different. It's narrower. It's not as long. But it's almost as big, at 60
kilowatt hours, miles of range. So it's got to be taller, which might be why the Bolt has the
roofline that it has. It doesn't look like they paid nearly as much attention to smoothing the
airflow underneath here. We move back and we see something different here too. It was popular
in compact cars. But it's not the most sophisticated suspension for ride and handling. It'll be
interesting to see how the two compare when we start driving them back to back. But they have
a lot of range, so you can go somewhere with the family. So you might have four people in this.
Where are you going to put the luggage? Will it fit? What about third one? No problem. And it's
a pretty dramatic change. Oh, look at that. You can stand these things up. You can also lower
the floor as well. But it might do the job Yeah, this stands up. There out the line of sight. But if
you do, there's really not a big difference. Wow, who was driving this thing. Are you OK? I'm
actually happy back here. I've got enough room for my legs. I got enough room for my feet. I
even have a heated seat. Let's go check out the Hyundai. Oh, I'm going to have to bring this one
back big time. Oh, what are you doing. Oh, my god. The other one wasn't. Could you move this
forward? I can't get out. It feels like I'm sitting on a seat frame. It's really narrow. I'm sitting on it,
rather than in it. And I'm with you. My upper back, my shoulders are not happy with the seat.
The interior just feels kind of cheap. It just does not have really attractive materials. I wish
they'd put a little bit more money in the seats and the interior panels. Because there's a lot of
shiny or light plastics, which now we're in shade, and it's great. But as soon as we come back
through the sun, like reflections flicker off the windscreen. It's like I need sunglasses just for
that. But that is an option. I suggest that you get the darkest one they sell. You know what's
really cool about this car, the driving position is great. I mean, the telescopic steering wheel's
right where I need it. I feel I can see out really well, other than the glare. And the re-gen on this
thing, using the motor's magnetism to slow the car, is really easy. You just flip the shifter and it
goes into L. And now, when you lift off the throttle, you're slowing down and you're not
touching the brake pedal. And it's really kind of fun. It's not kind of fun, it is fun. But that doesn't
mean low fun. Because this thing really changes direction really well. What was I saying? All
right, I guess it's your turn to drive, right? I'm absolutely with you on the seating position. I can
get comfortable in this car very quickly. I like the range the steering wheel moves towards you.
The seat is very adjustable. Now I get to make the most of this car's torque. This thing's got
horsepower. I mean, we can't forget that. It's not sloppy. And that's a skinny tire. But I have to
tell you that I'm not using the brake pedal, I'm just using the re-gen of the throttle pedal,
because it's so intuitive. Back off a little bit to slow down, twist it to speed up. I mean it's rolling
some, but any car would on this road. Like I feel like I shouldn't be driving the car this fast, even
though the car feels just fine. The seating position's a little high, because you've got the battery
under your backside. Just needs some sticker tires I think. So what's your opinion of the Bolt? I
mean, the steering, the handling. It's got plenty of power, they regenerate braking is really fun,
actually even on a challenging road like this. I just don't like the interior, the seats, the way the
dash is put together. I'm not a fan of that. But to drive it, it's great. And you must not buy the
light colored interior. It looks good, and it's wide, and it's comfortable. This cabin is wide and
spacious too. And look at the materials. This thing looks nice. I feel like I'm sitting in the car.
There's the touchscreen, air conditioning, shifter, and these are the heated and ventilated seat
controls. The Bolt didn't have one of those. It is the top of the line offering. This is the ultimate,
which is also the top of the line offering. Its more ultimate. Something else that's glaringly
obvious is the distinct lack of glare. Now, this is still a light colored interior, but I'm not getting
blinded by shiny plastic bits. And as the driver, I appreciate it. The other thing I'm noticing is
going into that last corner and some of these other ones, the regenerative braking just isn't
quite as powerful as it is in the Bolt. I do have three settings. I can adjust it with a paddle here.
But I set it to the max and wish I had one more step. You know, this car really feels more
substantial. It's wider and it feels like it has a wider footprint on the road. It's a little bit more
composed. The tires don't feel like they're working as hard. It's not squealing as much. It's really
nicely balanced. I mean, the Bolt wasn't unbalanced, it wasn't bad. But this just feels better. And
even there, on that really tight corner, a little hint of squeal, but nothing like the Bolt generated.
The multi-link rear suspension over twist beam, I think we're feeling a little bit of a benefit here.
No arguing that, the Kona electric rides better. It's just not quite there. The steering in this car
feels pretty good. When I drove it in town, I thought, it's a little light, it doesn't feel as distinct on
center as the Bolt. And that's true. But when we get up here in these corners, it loads up a bit
nicer than it does on the street. I still think the Bolt's steering feel is a little better, but this is
better than it was in the city. It isn't that the Bolt feels the least bit flimsy. It's just I like the way

this car feels. I agree with you on the steering feel. It is a little light, but I like the way this feels
through the corner. And I also like the fact that it has wider tires on it as well. It's very
noticeable. There's not the tires squeal that the Bolt had. It's just the matter of not having as
much power? And the Bolt does not feel like it's lacking for power. Let's call it equal. But it
makes more torque, about 30 more pound feet than the Bolt. So I think that's what you're feeling
coming out of these corners. I feel like I'm sitting in a more regular car. Because the Kona
Electric is also a regular Kona, it's the same car. And the Bolt was built just to be an EV. Which
usually would make the Bolt a better EV, because it's purpose built. But this doesn't feel like
they've made any sacrifices to make an electric car version. Just look at the way the battery is
mounted underneath, as we saw yesterday. It's just so well integrated into the chassis. I wish it
was a little bit more aggressive. We have it set at the maximum. We both seem to prefer the way
that the Bolt handles it. These are compact hatchbacks with horsepower. We're still not going to
talk about range. Because we both have over half a charge left. It's downhill most of the way
home. Things are only going to get better. So let's go. First, we have to talk pricing. We don't
know exactly what the Kona Electric costs just yet. But sources say the base model's price will
come in close to that of the base Bolt. And we know with certainty that the Kona will be better
equipped. But here's another point to consider. Chevrolet is about to cross the phase out
threshold for federal tax credit eligibility. In just over a year, it'll be down to zero. Hyundai, on
the other hand, is just getting started with EV sales. There's a lot to like about these cars. Both
are more fun to drive than you might expect. They're practically hot hatchbacks. And you can
go places and be spontaneous, because each offers enough range to make them useful for
more than just commuting. We like the Bolt for its superior regenerative braking and more
generous rear leg room. But the clear winner here is the Hyundai Kona Electric on the strength
of its more sophisticated ride and handling, nicer interior, and longer list of standard and
optional features. The extra 20 miles of range it offers is merely a bonus. For more videos like
this, be sure to click Subscribe, and visit Edmunds for all your car shopping needs. The Nissan
Leaf in its Plus trim is worth comparing to the Bolt since it has miles of range and costs about
the same. The standard Leaf will set you back less than a Bolt, but it only has a range of miles.
Edmunds ranks both of these two EVs about midpack for mainstream EVs. Read Edmunds'
long-term road test of the Nissan Leaf. The Tesla Model 3 has a stylish interior and a high-tech
infotainment system. It can receive over-the-air updates that Tesla uses to update software or
even capability. Another big advantage is Tesla's nationwide network of Supercharger
quick-charge stations. The Model 3 has an estimated miles of range in its base model. Read
Edmunds' long-term road test of the Tesla Model 3. The Kona is similar to the Bolt in terms of
price, range and acceleration. But the Kona offers a more composed ride than the Bolt, and its
interior feels more solidly put together and properly finished. Take note: The Bolt is offered
nationwide, but the Kona is only available in select regions. Read Edmunds' long-term road test
of the Hyundai Kona Electric. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Chevrolet
Bolt EV and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Bolt EV 5. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the
Bolt EV. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Chevrolet Bolt EV and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews
and recommendations for the Bolt EV featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Chevrolet Bolt EV. Edmunds has deep data on over
6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,

wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Photos Select year - Upcoming - New - New. Other years. Pros
Impressive miles of range Cabin is spacious Quick acceleration and nimble handling for an EV
Nationwide availability Cons Interior looks and feels cheaper than most Front seats are narrow
and lack cushion depth Ride comfort loses its polish on rougher roads Touchscreen has no
built-in navigation maps What's new DC fast charger is now standard on Premier trim Part of the
first Bolt generation introduced for What's it like to live with? The Chevrolet Bolt is a solid
electric vehicle, especially with its miles of range. It solves many of the qualms that EV
shoppers have traditionally held. A spacious interior and fun-to-drive dynamics are bonuses. Its
biggest problem is the swath of affordable competitors that have followed hot on its heels from
Hyundai, Kia and â€” of course â€” Tesla. There is plenty of muscle in the Bolt's throttle pedal.
It merges onto freeways with ease, and there's a good deal of passing power when you need it.
In D mode, the Bolt has standard friction brakes that are easy to control, while L mode activates
lift-throttle regenerative braking that is fun to use and improves range. It's hard to imagine how
the Bolt could drive better. It responds smoothly to steering inputs without feeling darty. The
steering feel and feedback are good, and the car stays straight ahead on the highway without
demanding driver attention. When the road begins to curve, the Bolt feels nimble and
sure-footed. The front seats are relatively thinly cushioned, and some larger drivers will be able
to feel the seat frame edges through the padding. But if you're of average size, the seats should
hold up well, even on longer drives. More of a problem is the Bolt's overly busy and choppy ride
because the suspension struggles to absorb pavement cracks and sharp-edged potholes. But
when the pavement is smooth, so is the Bolt. The climate control systems reacts quickly, and
the Premier trim comes standard with heated front and rear seats. We also like the Bolt's quiet
cabin. Wind noise is not an issue. The controls are thoughtfully arranged, with a handy volume
knob and tune buttons below the touchscreen. The instrument panel can be configured to show
helpful range-coaching features. Our drivers found it easy to settle in behind the wheel with a
height-adjustable driver's seat and telescoping steering wheel. All of the doors open wide, and
the roofline is tall all the way to the rear hatch. The Bolt feels much larger inside than you might
expect. There's plenty of head- and legroom, though the cabin is narrow. Peek-a-boo windows
and a commanding seating position help you see past the front roof pillars, and a range of
available cameras aid visibility. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto compatibility is standard. You
can use these systems to run navigation through your phone, but know that an integrated
navigation system isn't available on the Bolt. The touchscreen is nice and big, but its menu
responses can be slow. Two front USB ports come standard. Most of the Bolt's advanced driver
safety features are optional, which is disappointing. Many rivals offer these kind of features
standard. You can't get adaptive cruise control at all. The Premier trim's degree camera system
is a boon in parking lots at least. Considering its size, the Bolt has a good amount of space
inside for small items. The front door pockets, center console and glovebox are adequate, the
main cupholders are well positioned, and there's an open bin for purses. The cargo area is a bit
smaller than the competition, but it's still useful. The Premier trim has a floor panel that
provides hidden basement storage or can be removed to carry bulkier items. The Bolt also
works out pretty well for family taxi duty. The car seat anchors for child safety seats are easy to
locate, and there are top tethers on all three rear seat positions. The rear doors open wide
enough to fit bulky rear-facing seats inside. The Bolt received a range boost for and is rated to
return miles on a single charge, making it one of the longest ranges in the segment. It's also
estimated to return miles for every 29 kWh of energy. In Edmunds' real-world EV range testing,
the Bolt was able to travel miles on a single charge at a slightly more efficient While that's a
great result, the Hyundai Kona Electric, which received a similar range and efficiency rating
from the EPA, far outperformed its estimates, traveling more than miles. In the time since the
Bolt debuted, Hyundai and Kia have released affordable EVs with more standard equipment and
better interiors for a similar price. The standard-range Tesla Model 3 has numerous advantages
over the field too. Chevy did the Bolt no favors by using thin carpets, hard plastics and other
cost-saving measures. An upgraded range of miles helps at least. Like all electric vehicles,
there's little required maintenance. The battery and other electrical components are covered for
eight years and , miles. The Bolt's playful nimbleness and one-pedal driving afforded by the

strong regenerative braking effect in L mode are very entertaining. It's an enjoyable EV to drive.
The upright hatchback styling doesn't stand out in a crowd, but the Bolt delivers solid green
street cred and low-cost long-range performance. Much of the Bolt's appeal lies in its value. As
such, we recommend the base LT trim. There's a big price jump to get the Premier. The Bolt no
longer qualifies for any federal tax credits either, which also makes the Premier less enticing.
Many of the advanced safety and convenience features from the Premier trim such as the DC
fast-charging capability can be added to the LT trim as options. LT This entry-level Chevy Bolt
comes with: Automatic high-intensity discharge headlamps inch alloy wheels Keyless entry
with push-button start Read more. Find savings on the Bolt EV for sale near you. ZIP Code. See
Pricing. See all Bolt EV lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Bolt EV. Most helpful
consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, It is a Bolt in the Arm! Check your price quote. Great Good
Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Automatic Emergency
Braking Works with forward collision warning to help you avoid or reduce the severity of a
front-end collision. Works at speeds under 50 mph. Side Impact Test Good. Chevrolet Bolt EV
vs. Nissan Leaf The Nissan Leaf in its Plus trim is worth comparing to the Bolt since it has miles
of range and costs about the same. Related Bolt EV Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the
Bolt EV both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Bolt EV has And then there's
safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Chevrolet Bolt EV is reliable, read
Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to
live with the Bolt EV. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be
sure to compare the Bolt EV's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a
lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Chevrolet Bolt EV is a good car. Edmunds'
expert testing team reviewed the Bolt EV and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo
capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Bolt EV is a
good car for you. What do people think of the Chevrolet Bolt EV? Edmunds Expert Reviews
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Chevrolet Bolt
EV and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Can't find a new Chevrolet Bolt EVs
you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out Chevrolet
lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Bolt EV drive? How comfortable is
the Bolt EV? How economical is the Bolt EV? Is the Bolt EV a good value? It was originally
marketed as the Daewoo Kalos and prominently marketed as the Aveo. The model received the
T internal codes during the car's development. The T code was designated for the model's
facelift. In several Asian, Australasian, and European export markets, the "Daewoo Kalos" name
was also used, only to be later renamed "Chevrolet Aveo" or Holden Barina in the case of
Australasia. In Indonesia this generation sold in 3 names, "Chevrolet Aveo" for hatchback,
"Chevrolet Kalos" for sedan and sedan for taxi fleet as "Chevrolet Lova". T's successor, the T
was released in In addition, the release of the Pontiac Wave5 is also very relevant to determine
the difference of production years and production model names. Under development before
Daewoo's bankruptcy, the Kalos was the company's first new model introduction following its
subsequent takeover by General Motors. During this three-year development period Daewoo
was struggling financially, with the ultimate fate of the company and the concept vehicle
remaining uncertain. Two different T front-end styling designs were sold. When released in , the
T headlamps were detached from the horizontal amber turn signal strip, located directly below.
This detached style, used primarily in South Korea and North America, was used in conjunction
with a semi-elliptical grille. When sales in Europe began in , the headlights were an integrated
unit that slanted upwards from the "V-shaped" grille towards the front fenders. In Australia,
when the Daewoo Kalos was introduced in , the hatchback featured the integrated lighting
arrangement, with the detached style used to differentiate the sedans. In South Korea, where
the detached lights were used at first, the integrated design was later utilized as a facelift. The T
sedan and five-door hatchback featured a swage line running along the lower body to the rear
door, which kinks downward prominently on the five-door. Interiors feature a circular motif
throughout. Upon introduction the initial European models carried an emblem reading "Design
Giugiaro. The Kalos was sold in three available body styles: a 4-door sedan and 5-door
hatchback from the beginning of production in , and a 3-door hatchback available in certain
European markets beginning in All body styles meet North American subcompact and European
supermini or B-segment size classifications. The interior volume was Headroom was
unmatched in its class at the time of its introduction. Daewoo's now disbanded Worthing
Technical Centre in the UK conducted the initial research and platform engineering, with
Daewoo's main Technical Center in Bupyong , Incheon, South Korea completing the majority of
the later development programme. The front suspension used MacPherson struts with offset

coil springs and a stabilizer bar, while the rear featured a semi-independent torsion beam axle.
The body featured a drag coefficient of 0. Rear seat H-points are higher in all body types, giving
the car theatre seating. The Aveo has generally not been rated highly by consumer agencies
and automotive reviewers. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety reported in that "The
Aveo does poorly in IIHS crash tests and receives the second lowest score of Marginal in roof
strength, side impact and rear crash tests. It receives a higher score of Acceptable in front
offset tests. The Kalos models have been tested in at least four international New Car
Assessment Programs, the results reflecting varying equipment and the differences in the tests
themselves. Based on market priorities and price point control, some safety equipment is either
unavailable or available only as extra-cost options including side airbags, ABS, foglights and a
rear center position three-point seatbelts and headrests. A restyled hatchback with the sedan's
updated instrument panel was presented as the Chevrolet Aveo during the Frankfurt Motor
Show , [22] to be marketed in Europe and North America. Later iterations, including the Kalos,
Aveo, Barina and Gentra sedans, the Gentra X hatchback and the "Frankfurt Show" hatchbacks
were styled in-house and with the assistance of PATAC , and depart notably from the original
Giugiaro exterior and interior styling designs. US Aveo safety features include available
four-channel, four-sensor ABS system with electronic brake force distribution EBD , and front
dual-stage and side air bags for front row occupants with a passenger-sensing system.
Beginning with , Aveo standard equipment includes a tire pressure monitoring system. These
ratings apply only to 4-door sedan Aveo. The tagline from the very first advertisements was 'It's
beautiful â€” Hi! Daewoo began selling the T sedan in September as the Daewoo Gentra,
replacing the Kalos sedan. The tagline in the advertising campaign introducing the Gentra in
Korea was "Are you gentle? The T sedan is sold as the "Chevrolet Lova" in China. It was
facelifted in March , receiving the front end of the T hatchback. The 1. The T model was available
as the "Daewoo Kalos" before Daewoo's Australian operations ceased at the end of and was
absent from the Australian market until re-introduced in December as the TK Holden Barina
3-door and 5-door. The T sedan was introduced in February , and both the T and T models are
sold together as the Barina lineup. The T hatchback, both 3-door and 5-door, was introduced in
August In early , the Chevrolet brand replaced the Daewoo brand and the Kalos was rebadged
the "Chevrolet Kalos", coinciding with the introduction of the three-door. The new T sedan is
marketed as the "Chevrolet Aveo" replacing the Kalos sedan in A revised hatchback was
introduced in the Frankfurt Motor Show , to go on sale in early as the Aveoâ€”replacing the
Kalos. The T has replaced the T sedan in , retaining the same name. Versions sold in this region
had 1. Production of the sedan started in November , while the hatchback was assembled from
July In Russia, it was produced by the Kaliningrad -based company Avtotor , since , [44] using
semi-knock down technology. The US 5-door and 4-door models went on sale in November ,
[47] and as reported by the Boston Globe in November , "the Aveo was the largest-selling
subcompact in the United States". The Aveo was introduced for its market debut in a second
television advertisement [49] that first appeared on New Year's Eve , created by the firm of
Campbell-Ewald , directed by Michael Bay [50] and featuring the song Magic Carpet Ride by
Steppenwolf. The advertisement was titled "An American Revolution, Car Carrier" and featured
six yet to be introduced cars and trucks boarding a car carrier as it traversed the United States.
Two other fifteen second TV ads also created by the firm of Campbell-Ewald, [51] spotlighted
the Aveo: "Pachyderm" showing an elephant, chased down a city street by an Aveo and "Big
Little," in which four basketball players who enter the car appear tiny in big seats, highlighting
the vehicle's interior volume. In February GM issued a "stop delivery" order, to investigate five
accidents that occurred in a tight time frame just as the Aveo was introduced to the US market.
The order was lifted shortly thereafter, after an investigation revealed no connection among the
accidents. Sales commenced in North America in August Also, is the first model year of the
Aveo for Mexican sales, replacing the Opel -based Chevrolet Corsa. The Aveo 5-door hatchback
was marketed as the "Aveo5" in Canada since its inception and in the US beginning with model
year The T Wave sedan was replaced for the model year with the T, coinciding with the release
of the T Aveo. In the United States, Pontiac sold the 5-door hatchback as the Pontiac G3 starting
in the spring of The Pontiac G3 has the distinction of being the last Pontiac-badged model
introduced to the United States market before the brand's demise. For the model year, Canadian
models are simply referred to as Pontiac G3. In Mexico, the T sedan went on sale as a model,
replacing the Opel -based Chevrolet Corsa and GM Daewoo-built Pontiac G3, after the GM
announcement of discontinuing the Pontiac brand following the model year in Mexico and the
model year elsewhere. It is produced in San Luis Potosi , Mexico. From the May model year, the
GM badges next to the doors were removed. From the model year, the Aveo underwent a
facelift, receiving a similar front-end with the one of the hatchback. Black trim applied to
B-pillars of all models and C-pillars of hatchbacks. A new trim level structure for the sedan is

introduced that includes base 1LS , midlevel 1LT , and range-topping 2LT trims. Wheel choices
are revised, and include both black steel wheel with plastic wheel covers, or aluminum-alloy
wheels, in either fourteen-inch or fifteen-inch diameters. Exterior changes include new lighting
with "Altezza-Style" rear tail lamps and available front fog lamps, and new front headlamps. A
new chrome front grille is added that takes cues from other vehicles in the Chevrolet lineup.
Power is still delivered by a 1. A new emblem signifying the name change is applied to the rear
hatch. A wider, split front grille and more angular front headlamps, as well as optional front fog
lamps, are added. All Aveos are still powered by the 1. Transmission choices remain either a
five-speed manual or four-speed automatic, regardless of trim level. Upscale features available
on upper trims include the OnStar in-vehicle telematics system, SiriusXM Satellite Radio , a
six-speaker premium audio system with "A"-pillar mounted tweeters, a power, tilt-and-sliding
sunroof, a leather-wrapped steering wheel with available remote audio system and cruise
controls, fifteen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, and perforated leatherette-trimmed seating
surfaces with perforated front and rear door panel inserts, and faux wood interior trim panels on
Aveos equipped with the Neutral Beige interior. A rebadged version of the Aveo 5 becomes
available in the United States , called the Pontiac G3 also called the Pontiac Wave in other
markets , although unlike the Wave , the United States version is not available in four-door
sedan form. The G3 is only offered for the model year , as Pontiac also enters its last full model
year. The Aveo has received mixed reviews, while it has earned praise from many for its very
low price tag, it has been criticized for poor fuel economy compared with other vehicles in its
class and poor reliability by reviewers such as Consumer Reports and JD Power and
Associates. A taxi version of the T sedan is still available in Ecuador. The T has also been
marketed as the Chevrolet Aveo in Peru 4-door. The facelifted Chevrolet Aveo, built in Mexico, is
also exported to Argentina, where it is marketed as the Aveo G3. Media related to Daewoo Kalos
at Wikimedia Commons. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For an overview of all the
Chevrolet Aveo models, see Chevrolet Aveo. Motor vehicle. Archived from the original on
Retrieved General Motors. Dennis Publishing. July The Car Design Yearbook 2. Retrieved 24
July Car Market in First Ten Months". Archived from the original on 16 December Retrieved 16
December Ward's Auto. Penton Media. Archived from the original on 4 March Chevrolet Russia.
Archived from the original on 11 February USA Today. The Boston Globe. Chevrolet Argentina.
Daewoo Motors and GM Daewoo automobile timeline, sâ€” Chevrolet vehicles. Established in , a
division of General Motors since Express N N Orlando Spin. Category Commons. Pontiac
vehicles. A division of General Motors , â€” Aztek Sunrunner Torrent. Montana Trans Sport.
Suzuki road vehicle timeline, North American market, â€”present. Categories : Chevrolet
vehicles Italdesign vehicles Front-wheel-drive vehicles Subcompact cars Sedans Hatchbacks
Cars introduced in Hidden categories: Webarchive template archiveis links All articles with dead
external links Articles with dead external links from August Articles with permanently dead
external links CS1 maint: archived copy as title Articles with dead external links from June CS1
Russian-language sources ru CS1 errors: missing title CS1 Polish-language sources pl Articles
with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from June Articles with unsourced statements
from November Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Chevrolet [nb 1]. Italdesign Giugiaro at
Italdesign James C. Shyr ; exterior. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. City car. Lacetti
Premiere. Royale Series. Polonez Kombi. Compact MPV. Mini SUV. Compact SUV. Winstorm
MaXX. Mid-size SUV. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle. Compact
crossover. Grand Vitara. Suzuki ceased selling automobiles in the United States and Canada
between and Vehicles for the North American market from onwards are sold exclusively in
Mexico. Lanos Cargo. Receive email alerts when we add new cars matching your request. Cars
Search. Clear search. Your search filters have been modified. Eastern Cape 5. R0 - R24, Vehicle
Type. Body Type. Body Types. Fuel Type. Fuel Types. Beige 0. Seller Type. Seller Types. Car
Alerts Receive email alerts when we add new cars matching your request. Add a Car Alert.
Share your location to sort by distance. Yes No. Location sharing has been blocked by your
web browser. Enable location sharing in your web browser to: See the distance to each vehicle
Sort by distance. Getting your location is taking some time, carry on searching and we'll keep
trying. Chevrolet Aveo Variants. Hatchback 47 Sedan Chevrolet Aveo 1. View Car. Freeman Auto
Bramley, Gauteng. Terry's Auto Edenvale, Gauteng. Chevrolet Aveo Chevrolet Aveo 1. Cheaper
Cars Bellville, Western Cape. Espag Automotive Pretoria, Gauteng. Bonus Cars Pretoria West,
Gauteng. Jona Auto Johannesburg, Gauteng. Jubilee Motors Springs, Gauteng. Sure Drive
Durban, Kwazulu Natal. Private Sale Alberton, Gauteng. Private Sale Johannesburg, Gauteng. G
Motors Edenvale, Gauteng. Vehicle Connection Johannesburg, Gauteng. Related News. Your

Wishlist. We noticed that your cookies are disabled. Please enable cookies in your browser
settings to ensure that the selected vehicles are added and saved to your wishlist. You currently
have no vehicles on your wishlist. Got it! We have updated our Terms of Service and Privacy
Policy. Continued usage of this website means that you are in agreement with the Cars.
Gauteng Mpumalanga 4. Western Cape Free State 3. Kwazulu Natal North West Province
Hatchback Sedan A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The Chevrolet Aveo is a decent and inexpensive
subcompact, but that's not enough in the face of better performing, more functional rivals that
are more enjoyable to drive and own. On paper, the Chevrolet Aveo looks as if it could be a front
runner in the subcompact economy car segment. Cheap price? High fuel economy? Got that.
Respectable handling. The problem for the Aveo is that even in this bargain-basement class of
vehicles, there are still better choices. The Aveo does have its share of attractive qualities that
include OnStar with six months of free access to the Directions and Connections plan and
available upscale features such as Bluetooth connectivity and a sunroof. Chevy also gives you
a few ways to spiff up this little car with vibrant color choices and available faux carbon-fiber
interior accents. But those perks aren't enough to offset the Aveo's bland styling and middling
performance. Granted, folks don't expect blazing acceleration in this class, but rivals such as
the Ford Fiesta and Kia Soul offer more pep. Part of the reason is that they have
better-performing manual gearboxes as the Aveo's is geared rather tall, blunting performance in
highway merging and passing maneuvers. Going tire-to-tire against its competitors, the
Chevrolet Aveo comes up short in nearly every category. The Honda Fit , Nissan Versa and
Suzuki SX4 are more enjoyable to drive, have nicer interiors and, in some cases, provide
considerably more cargo capacity. Before going with an Aveo, we highly suggest
cross-shopping it with the others or even lightly used versions if a low purchase price is of the
utmost importance. You might also want to wait a little, as Chevy will be redesigning the Aveo
to be a much more enticing choice. The Chevrolet Aveo is available as either a sedan or a
four-door hatchback, dubbed the Aveo5. Both body styles can seat five passengers and are
offered in three trim levels: base LS, midgrade 1LT and top-of-the-line 2LT. Options for the 1LT
include remote keyless entry, power windows and door locks, cruise control and satellite radio.
The 2LT includes the 1LT's optional equipment along with inch wheels, foglamps, a trip
computer, upgraded cloth upholstery, heated power sideview mirrors and
steering-wheel-mounted audio controls. The Aveo5 hatchback in 2LT form also comes with a
rear spoiler. Available options for the 2LT models include a sunroof, perforated leatherette vinyl
seats, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and Bluetooth which is also optional on 1LT Aveos.
Every Aveo is powered by a 1. A five-speed manual transmission is standard on all models,
while a four-speed automatic is available as an option -- but only on 1LT and 2LT variants.
Front-seat side airbags are standard on all trim levels, but side curtain airbags a feature that is
increasingly common on subcompacts aren't available. Antilock brakes are optional on the LT
models, but only on those with the automatic transmission. Stability control isn't offered. In
government crash tests, the Chevy Aveo sedan earned a top five-star rating for the driver and

four stars for the passenger in frontal impacts. Four stars were awarded for the front and three
stars for rear passengers in side impacts. The hatchback did slightly better, earning five stars
for the front passenger in the frontal-impact test. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash
tests, the Aveo received a second-best score of "Average" for its performance in frontal-offset
collisions, though it should be noted that most rivals score the higher "Good" rating. IIHS
side-impact testing resulted in the second-lowest "Marginal" score. In the economy car
segment, most buyers don't expect a lot of excitement, but the Chevrolet Aveo does manage to
deliver decent handling dynamics thanks to its direct steering and well-tuned suspension. The
1. Contrary to our customary recommendation to choose a manual transmission in this
segment, the Aveo's automatic seems to be the better choice. The manual's gear ratios are too
widely spaced and the taller high gears further dull acceleration, especially on highway grades.
Despite the Aveo's small proportions, it still affords plenty of headroom and outward visibility
thanks to its tall profile and generous greenhouse. The cabin's layout is simple and logical but
certainly not a standout among economy cars. The hatchback offers 37 cubic feet of maximum
cargo space more than a Fiesta's 26 cubes but considerably less than the Fit's 57 or the Soul's
53 with the rear seats stowed. With the seats up that figure drops to about 15 cubes. Quote
honestly, I thought I was making a mistake by buying my used Chevy instead of a newer
Hyundai, but surprisingly this small car is amazing. The paint holds up and has wonderful
shine, e inside is big enough to hold me comfortably, breaking system out of this world. The
only complaint I have is the slower acceleration and the difficulty when on the interstate with
hesitant shifting. With hp though, who can really expect anymore.? This is a commuter car and
should be reviewed as such. For the price, I've never felt such reliability, no issues with
anything and I'm about to hit 60, miles. Love this car and my next purchase will certainly be a
Chevy! First, let's discuss what the Aveo is not: it is not a luxury car, nor is it a sports car. What
is it? It is a good value for the price. It is a car that get's you from point A to point B. And it does
it in reasonable style, reasonable comfort, with reasonable mileage for a good price. I stand by
my original assessment. It is a car that get's you from point A to point B, and it does that
reasonably well. If I use synthetic oil only, I can go about 6,, miles between oil changes. So far,
the cost of ownership has been low. I have not paid for any maintenance other than standard,
expected maintenance oil changes, tire rotations, and very recently, new tires. I didn't even pay
for the tires, as the dealer I purchased from has a "tires for life" program. I realize if you're
considering this car as a used purchase, you likely wouldn't have that warranty, but I still think
the overall cost of ownership is fairly low. I don't think that's uncommon or unreasonable. Not
bad, but not great. Overall, I would say it's a good car, but I would say it's a great car relative to
it's low cost of ownership, at least in my experience. I bought used from rental company with
38k miles. My alternator was out immediately, which is not supposed to happen until k miles
according to dealership. Gas mileage is way lower than advertised - I am very disappointed. I
drive all highway and my Kia Sportage got better gas mileage than this car. Worst part of
vehicle is acceleration. It will not accelerate quickly, which is scary when turning onto busy
streets or merging onto freeways. This car has to try so hard just to do basic things. Constantly
makes noises and RPM jumps around. Not reliable. Not well made. Feels very cheap. Very
unsafe!!! It has stopped while driving and neither the breaks or gas worked. I had to turn off the
car after coming to a stop. Terrible crash ratings. It also depreciated VERY fast. Write a review.
See all 12 reviews. Available styles include 2LT 4dr Sedan 1. Consumer ratings and reviews are
also available for the Chevrolet Aveo and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the
Aveo 1. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews
to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Aveo. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Chevrolet Aveo and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the Aveo featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used

vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Chevrolet Aveo. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Chevrolet Chevrolet Aveo. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Weak engine sluggish highway manners middling crash test scores.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review The
Chevrolet Aveo is a decent and inexpensive subcompact, but that's not enough in the face of
better performing, more functional rivals that are more enjoyable to drive and own. For , the
Chevy Aveo gets a standard cabin air filter and a free six months of OnStar's Directions and
Connections plan. Sponsored cars related to the Aveo. Most helpful consumer reviews 4. Side
Impact Test Marginal. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews.
The Edmunds experts tested the Aveo both on the road and at the track. You probably care
about Chevrolet Aveo fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Aveo gets an
EPA-estimated 30 mpg. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff
in your new car, keep in mind that the Aveo has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn
more. To determine whether the Chevrolet Aveo is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer
reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Aveo. Look for
specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Aveo's
average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Chevrolet Aveo is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo
capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Aveo is a good
car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team
Learn more. Other versions include: 2LT 4dr Sedan 1. If you're interested in the Chevrolet Aveo,
the next question is, which Aveo model is right for you? Aveo variants include 2LT 4dr Sedan 1.
What do people think of the Chevrolet Aveo? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Chevrolet Aveo and all model years in
our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial
team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Chevrolet Aveo? Which Chevrolet
Aveos are available in my area? Can't find a new Chevrolet Aveos you want in your area?
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Chevrolet Aveo?
Check out Chevrolet lease specials. Sign Up. Skip to main content of results for "evo bypass
kit". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our
Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new
vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's
Choice for evo bypass kit. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Get it as soon as Thu, Feb FREE Shipping.
Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 11 left in stock - order soon.
Only 18 left in stock - order soon. Lowest price in 30 days. Best Seller in Automotive Clips. Get
it Tue, Mar 2 - Fri, Mar 5. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or
contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€”
right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Aerodynamic roof rack
system for an exceptionally quiet ride, easy installation of accessories, and maximum loading
area. Thule is dedicated to providing exceptional products that are quality tested and

guaranteed against defects in materials and workmanship. Looking for a bike rack? Find your
ideal roof box See our range of cargo carriers. Activities Activities. View all Cycling activities.
Discover all Traveling activities. Show more Show
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less. Explore Explore. Discover all our friends. Don't forget your roof rack See all our roof
racks. Log in. Forgot your password? Create account. Show all. Image slider. Ergonomic torque
limiter key indicates when the rack is safely and properly secured to your vehicle. Your vehicle.
Read before purchase. Fit information. Maximum barspread: 25" This solution has a maximum
weight limit of lbs. The installation of the fit kit for this vehicle displaces the weather seal. It is
imperative to carefully install the included weather sealing strips included with the fit kit. Select
make. Select year. Select model. Select roof type Select roof type Normal roof. Select your
truck's bed type Select your truck's bed type. Enter your vehicle information to see price and
system components. Aluminium selected Black See all colors. Thule Evo WingBar. Model
number :. Go to cart Continue shopping. It looks like you're coming from United Kingdom. Want
to go there? Ukraine English Select another country?

